12. PHOTOGRAPHS

Fig.01: A Kaibartta Youth in Fishing Action with *Asra Jal*, a Kind of Cast Net

Fig.02: A Kaibartta Folk Selling Fish on his Way to Market

Fig.03: A Kaibartta Youth Fishing with *Parangi Jal*, a Kind of Dewatering Tool
Fig.04: A Kaibartta Folk on His Way for Fishing

Fig.05: A Group of Kaibartta Folk Fishing with *Ketha Jal*, a Kind of Dewatering Net

Fig.06: Two Kaibartta Child Preparing Fishhook for Fishing with Bait
Fig.07: A Kaibartta Youyh Fishing with Jongar, a Kind of Gear

Fig.08: A Kaibartta Child in Hand Fishing Action in a Beel

Fig.09: Two Kaibarttas Carrying Fishes in a Deli or Gass, a Kind of Dewatering Tool to Store Fish
Fig. 10: A Kaibartta Folk Pulling Water Hyacinth for Catching Fishes

Fig. 11: A Kaibartta Fisherman Catching Fishes Inside a Ghera, a Kind of Fishing Trap

Fig. 12: Zakhe, a kind of Dewatering Fishing Tool
Fig. 13: *Sar Bana*, a Kind of Fishing Tool used in *Ghera Fishing*

Fig. 14: *Loiha*, a Kind of Fishing Tool Used for Carrying Fish from One Place to Another

Fig. 15: *Pola*, a Kind of Scooping Tool
Fig. 16: A Rural Kaibartta House

Fig. 17: Gore Lengi Jal, a Kind Entangling Fishing of Net

Fig. 18: Kook, a Kind of Fishing Tool for Keeping Fish
Fig. 19: *Deli or Gass*, a Kind Fish Keeping Tool

Fig. 20: *Baha*, a Hut Constructed Near Beel

Fig. 21: *Paira* a Small Hut away From the Main Hut Called *Baha*
Fig. 22: Darki, a Kind of Scooping Tool

Fig. 23: Dingari, a Kind of Scooping Tool

Fig. 24: Gaidha, a Kind of Scooping Tool
Fig.25: Chohra, a Kind of Scooping Tool

Fig.26: Pari, a Kind of Scooping tool

Fig.27: Dingar, a Kind of Scooping Tool
Fig. 28: *Koinal*, a Kind of Impaling Tool

Fig. 29: *Zulki*, a Kind of Scooping Tool

Fig. 30: Kaibarta Fisher Women Known as *Pohari*, Selling Fish at *Barnibari Bazar*. 
Fig.31: *Sai*, a Kind Traditional Fishing Trap to Attract Fish

Fig.32: *Ketha Jal*, a Kind of Filtering Net

Fig.33: *Leti*, a Traditionally Made Small Dam to Attract Fish
Fig.34: Pachi, a Tool for Storing Fish

Fig.35: Ghera, a Traditional Fishing Trap

Fig.36: Dalanga, a Traditional Fishing Trap